Name of cat you are interested in

Application date

ROAR for PAWS
Rural Outreach And Relief For Paws
NPO 202-569
PBO 930070372

FELINE FOSTER APPLICATION/AGREEMENT

Applicant information
Foster’s name/surname
Physical address

Thanks for completing this application! At first glance, you might
think, this is a little long - are all these questions necessary? We
know, but it is in the best interest of YOU and the cat.
Every family is different, and there are no right or wrong
answers. Every dog family has different needs, and this
application helps us identify who needs what information and what
homes might make the best fit.
Please complete all the information on the following pages.
Missing information may delay the foster screening process.
Completion of this application form does not guarantee that
ROAR for PAWS will place one of our cats in your care.
Completion of this process is an indication that you have read,
understand, and agree to abide by our Foster Agreement and that
the information contained within this application is accurate and
not misleading in any way. All fostering is at the sole discretion of
ROAR for PAWS who reserves the right at any time during the
foster process to decline an application, without explanation.
Please give careful consideration to fostering a dog. They must
be part of the family and cannot be outside dogs. Make sure your
lifestyle allows the time, patience, training, and expense this dog
will need. Please take time to think, be honest with yourself and
us when answering these questions.
Our Foster Process:
 Complete and give the foster application to a ROAR for
PAWS
representative
or
e-mail
to
info@roarforpaws.co.za



✓ Remember to initialise each page and sign last page.

A home check will be done
Should the home check and application be successful,
you will be informed to collect the foster cat.

Other information.
 You may choose to provide food for the foster cat or
request ROAR for PAWS to provide the food.
 ROAR for PAWS does take no responsibility for damage
of objects, home or garden in any kind of way.
 Foster parents must bring their foster cat to adoption
events when requested. This is especially important that
kittens must attend ALL arranged adoption days.
 ROAR for PAWS makes all medical and adoption
decisions regarding foster cats.
 Should the cat need medical treatment (including but not
limited to vaccinations and deworming) you will be
required to take the dog to ROAR for PAWS or to a
ROAR for PAWS appointed vet for the procedure on the
date/time as agreed between yourself and ROAR for
PAWS. Costs for medical treatment at our appointed vet
will be covered by ROAR for PAWS in full. You are most
welcome to contribute should you wish to.
 Should you choose to take the cat to your private vet,
approval must be obtained from ROAR for PAWS, and
then you will be responsible for all costs
 You must be 18+ years old to foster.
 Your current furkids must be sterilized and their
vaccinations must be up to date. (Unless there is a valid
veterinary report indicating why this is not possible.)
 Your furkids must be part of the family and must sleep
inside.
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ID number
Home Phone
Work Phone
Cell Phone
Occupation
E-mail address

Household information
Are all household members in agreement with fostering?

no

yes

Who will be the cat’s primary caregiver?
How many persons are in your household?
Adults
Children
If children, what are their ages?

Is your home a:

house

townhouse

apartment

farm

other

Do you own or rent? If you rent, you must show us a confirmation
from your landlord or a copy of the section of your lease stating
that you are allowed to have animals and showing any limitations.

own

rent

How long have you lived here?

Please provide references of a person who have known you for a
while. They should not stay at the same address.
Name/surname

Phone number

Relationship. I.E. Friend
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Current animal information

New Cat info

How many animals do you have?

Why do you want to foster?

Furkid 1

Furkid 2

Name

Name

Breed/Species

Breed/Species

Male

Female

Male

Female

Age

Age

Vaccinated/deworming up to
date?

Vaccinated/deworming up to
date?

yes

no

Sterilized

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

Is this animal still alive? If no,
how did he/she die?

yes

indoor only
outdoor only

Sterilized

Is this animal still alive? If no,
how did he/she die?

yes

yes

Where will this cat sleep/stay?

indoor and outdoor
How many hours will the cat be alone during the day?

no

Additional information

Additional information

Furkid 3

Furkid 4

Name

Name

Breed/Species

Breed/Species

What happens when you go on holiday?

Do you require ROAR for PAWS to provide food for the foster
dog?

yes

no

If you will be providing the food, which brand will you feed?

Male

Female

Male

Female

Age

Age

Vaccinated/deworming up to
date?

Vaccinated/deworming up to
date?

yes

no

Sterilized

yes

no

yes

no

Sterilized

no

Is this animal still alive? If no,
how did he/she die?

yes

yes

Have you ever given up/rehomed your animal previously. If so,
why and where did he/she go?

no

Additional information

yes

no

Is this animal still alive? If no,
how did he/she die?

yes

no

Additional information

Have you ever had an animal lost or stolen?

yes

no

Do you understand that a cat can be and 15 year (or more)
commitment and can be expensive to care for?

yes

no

Are you planning to move soon?

yes

no

If yes, what will happen to your animals?
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What circumstances might you consider giving up an animal?
(check all that apply)

Allergies
House soiling/marking

Declaration (Check all that you agree to.)
By signing this document, I understand that I assume
responsibility for the welfare of this cat from the date of
fostering.

If you have a baby
If you go on holiday

I agree that ROAR for PAWS makes all medical and
adoption decisions regarding foster cats.

If you divorce

I am fostering the cat as a part of my family.

Children lost interest

Shedding
Time consuming
Destructive
Behaviour problems
New household member doesn't like cats

None

Should the cat need medical treatment (including but not
limited to vaccinations and deworming) I will take the cat
to ROAR for PAWS or to a ROAR for PAWS appointed
vet for the procedure on the date/time as agreed between
myself and ROAR for PAWS. Should I choose to take the
cat to my private vet, I will obtain approval from ROAR for
PAWS, I will be responsible for all costs if using my own

Should any of my current furkids not be sterilized, I
hereby agree to sterilise them prior to bringing the new
cat home. (Unless there is a valid veterinary report
indicating why this is not possible.)

Should my situation change, I understand that the cat
MUST be returned to ROAR for PAWS.

Other (please specify)

I agree to care for this cat in a humane and responsible
manner and to provide clean water, appropriate shelter,
food, water, companionship and emotionally stimulation.

Do you have any additional comments, questions, or concerns?
Anything else you would like us to know?

I agree to a ROAR for PAWS representative conducting
a home visit and give ROAR for PAWS permission to do
unannounced follow up home visits during the foster
period.
I agree that ROAR for PAWS has the right to confiscate
the foster cat at any time without approval at their
discretion, should matters arise that contradict the
agreement of this foster contract.
I agree that the cat that I am about to foster will be under
my responsibility while under my custody, but will remain
ROAR for PAWS’s “property” at all times.

I will inform ROAR for PAWS of any address change and
understand that a new home check will be required.
I understand that I am entering not only into an
application, but a legally binding contract if approved for

I, __________________________________________,
hereby confirm that I understand the above said and
that the information provided is true and correct.
Signed at
Thank you for applying to foster a ROAR for PAWS furkid!

____________________________________

Please note it typically takes up to 7 days to process your application
(including reference checks and home visit). If you have not heard
from a ROAR for PAWS representative after 7 days, please do email
us to catch up at info@roarforpaws.co.za.

on ______/_______/20______
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______________________________
Signature
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